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Abstract 

 
      The starting point in this work is that an expanding shell is accelerated 

outward by radiation from the remnant star and slowed by ram pressure and 
accretion as it blows into the interstellar medium. The general relativistic 
equations of motion for such a shell is formulated. It is reduced to the standard 
Ostriker - Gunn equations, in the non-relativistic limit. Israel formalism is 
used to describe the development of shell of dust  which interacts only 
gravitationally. 
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1 Introduction 
 

   The study of the dynamics of a shell separating two backgrounds in the 
context of general relativity has been developed in a powerful and direct 
formalism since the pioneer work of Israel [1] and applied to the charged shell by 
Kuchar [2]. It has been applied to cosmology, mainly to Inflation [3], and to 
modeling the dynamics of the border between two regions in different states, like  
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bubbles or between two given spaces [4]. Nunez and de Oliveira [5] used it in the 
study of the dynamics of massive shell ejected in a supernova explosion. Israel [1] 
found a set of invariant boundary conditions connecting the relation between the 
extrinsic curvature of a shell on its both sides and the matter of this shell. 
The study of the dynamics of a supernova remnant has been greatly developed 
since the work of Ostriker and Gunn [6], where they modeled the dynamics of this 
remnant as a thin shell moving in a background which has a radiating mass inside 
and has dust outside. 

Assuming spherical symmetry, they started with the Newton's second law 
for describing the acceleration of the shell. The force terms were introduced 
essentially by hand, while the equation of motion is given by [6]: 

   
                      (1)                    

where Ms is the mass of the shell, MN the mass of the neutron star, R is the 
radius of the shell, Pc is the pressure in the cavity, related to the radiation 
emitted by the star, and Pis is the pressure due to the contact with the interstellar 
medium, defined as [6]: 

           2
dt
R d

is ) (  P isρ=                                      (2)  
a friction term known as the "snow blow" effect [7]. The first term represents the 
gravitational and self-gravitational force, the second represents a driving force due 
to the radiation and the third represents a decelerating term due to the interaction 
with the medium. The dynamical study is completed with an equation for the 
change of the mass of the shell (usually due only to the dust that the shell collects 
while moving in the medium) and finally an equation for the change of the shell's 
internal energy, proportional to the radiation emitted by the star.  

This system of equations has been analyzed in many ways. Chevalier [8], 
Ostriker and McKee [9] have analyzed the kinetic equation of the shell to show 
the different stages of the evolution when each of the terms in turn becomes 
dominant. Sato and Yamada [10] have applied this set to the study of the 
SN1987A in particular. Most of the studies use numerical methods to obtain the 
change in the luminosity or in the mass with respect to the change in the radius of 
the remnant. The aim of the present work is to perform a relativistic study for 
Ostriker equation (1). For this reason we are going to review the Israel formalism 
in Section 2. In Section 3 this formalism is applied to the problem of a shell which 
has a Vaidya metric inside and a Friedman-Robertson metric outside. A 
comparison between the results obtained, in the present work, and both Ostriker[6] 
and Nunez[5] equations is given in Section 4. A general conclusion is given in 
Section 5. 
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2 Formalism 
 

   The time-like hypersurface Σ, which divides the Riemannian space-time 
M into two regions, M- and M+, represents the history of a thin spherical shell of 
matter in general. The regions M- and M+ are covered by the mutually 
independent coordinate systems Xα

- and Xα
+. The hypersurface Σ represents the 

boundary of M- and M+ respectively; consequently the intrinsic geometry of Σ 
induced by the metrics of M- and M+ must be the same. Let Σ be parameterized by 
intrinsic coordinates ξa, 
                     ).( X X aξαα

±± =                             (3) 
(Greek letters refer to 4-dimensional indices, Latin letters refer to 3-dimensional 
indices on Σ. The signature of the metric is +2, and the Newtonian gravitational 
constant and light velocity are equal to unity). The basic vectors  ea= aξ∂

∂  

tangent to Σ have the components 
                 e a

X
ξ

α α

∂
∂

±
±=a                               (4) 

with respect to the two four-dimensional coordinate systems in M- and M+. Their 
scalar products define the metric induced on the hyper surface Σ, 
              .e e   g    g ab ±±

±± = ba
νμ

μν                              (5) 
The metric induced by the metrics of both regions M- and M+ must be identical, 

)()()( ξξξ ababab ggg ≡= −+ . The condition is stated independently of the 
coordinate systems in M- and M+. The unit normal vector n to Σ: 
                                       1)n  .(n  

 =±
α

α                                                           (6) 
is directed from M- and M+. The manner in which Σ is bent in space M- and M+ is 
characterized by the three-dimensional extrinsic curvature tensor 
                       ,e     n -   K n D

a
e D

  ab bb
a

ξαξα
αα

∂±∂
±± ±

± ==                                              (7) 

where b
D
ξ∂

 represents the absolute derivative with respect to ξb. The surface 

energy-momentum tensor tab is determined by the jump [Kab] = K+
ab - K-

ab, where 
a quantity in square brackets stands for the difference of that quantity evaluated 
on the outer side, say the '+' side, minus the quantity evaluated on the inner side, 
the '-' side. The hyper surface Σ represents the history of a surface layer (a singular 
hyper surface of order one) if abab KK −+ ≠ . The Einstein equation determines the 
relations between the extrinsic curvature abK ±  and the three-dimensional intrinsic 
energy-momentum tensor ( baab eett βα

αβ= ) is given by the Lanczos equation 

                       )g t  -  (t  -8][K ab2
1

abab π=                                                       (8) 
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where t = ta

a. We can write this relation in the form 
                              ) [K]  g  -]([K  t abab8

1
ab π

−=                                                 (9) 

where ][][ ab
ab KgK =  is the trace of the extrinsic curvature. These are the field 

equations for the shell. 
 
 
3 Dynamics of Dust Shell Model 
 

In the context of general relativity the equation of motion for the shell is 
obtained from Einstein's equations and from the junction conditions for the metric 
tensor and its first derivative. To take into account the radiation emitted from the 
inner body to the shell and the interaction of the shell with the medium, the 
radiation pressure and the friction type force respectively, considered in the 
classical formalism. Matching conditions on the shell of a Vaidya metric inside 
and a Friedman Robertson-Walker dust universe outside. 

The space-time inside the shell is described by (cf. [11]): 

                        d r  )dr 2b   d f (-B d B ds 2
-

2
--

2 Ω++=− υυ                               (10) 
where 
                        ,d  sin d  d 2222 ϕθθ +=Ω  

is the line element on the unit sphere and, ,  -1f r
)(m 2

-
- υ=  ϕeB = ,  where f- and ψ 

are in general functions of the null coordinate ν and of the radius r. m-(ν) is the 
mass function in the interior space, and 1±=b  depending whether the null 
coordinate is advanced or retarded. The space-time outside the shell is described 
by (cf. [11]): 
                           d r    (t)a   dt- ds 2

)lK  - (1
dl222

2

2 Ω++= +++                                  (11) 

where 
                             ) l( )) a(t( r ττ=+  
is the radius of the shell, a(τ ) is a dimensionless scale factor depending on time τ
, called the radius of the universe, and K=0, ± 1  is the curvature constant. Let us 
note that the Schwarzschild time is not continuous across the shell, although the 
circumferential radius r is everywhere continuous. Let the equation of the shell be 

) R( r τ=± . The history of the shell is described by the hypersurface 

 ) , , (X X φθταα
±± = in the region M+ and M-, respectively. As exterior and interior 

coordinates, we use ) , ,r,(tX φθα
+++ =  and ) , ,r,(X φθυα

−− = , respectively. The 
intrinsic coordinates on Σ are the proper time τ measured by the co-moving  
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observer on the shell and the spherical angles θ, φ: ) , ,( φθτξ α = . From equations 

(4), (6), (7) and (al= AL) we get the extrinsic curvature abK ± in M+ and M-, 

                              ,)B(- - f-- =K r,  B
  R B + 1

Br,2
-

.2

....

υ
υυ

υ
υ

ττ
&

&&&&
&
&& BB                                   (12a) 

                             ),R-  (Bf R K - &&υθθ =                                                           (12b) 

                              ,sin K K 2-- θθθφφ =                                                            (12c) 
and 
     )), t L+ +L( t-) +t( L( =K dt

dA
A
2

LK  - 1
L LK 

dt
dA

LK  - 1
LA 

LK  - 1
A

2

2

2

2

2 ++++
+ &&&&&&&& &&
ττ                     (13a) 

    
)),KL-L(1tH RL(K 222

KL-1 2 +
+ += &&A
θθ                                                      (13b) 

     ,sin K K 2θθθφφ
++ =                                                                                    (13c) 

where 
+

= dt
dA

A
1H ; (where the dot represents the derivative with respect to proper 

time, and R is the radius of the shell). Because τ is the proper time on the shell, 
the conditions: 

                                   (14a) 

                    

 ),)HR-KL-R)(1KL-(1  R(-RHt 22222
)HR-KL-(1

1
222

&&& +±=+                      (14b) 

 
must be fulfilled. Equation (12b) can be written in the form   
                                   ,F  )R( K -

- τθθ =                                                             (15a) 
where 

                               2
-- RfF &+=                                                                  (15b) 

and  .-1f R
 ) (2m

-
- υ= Equation (13b) can be written in the form 

                       ,KL-1 ALK 2=+
θθ                                                                 (16) 

when 1=+t& . Also from the Friedman equation it is possible to write this equation 
in the form 
                       ,F )R(K +

+ = τθθ                                                                        (17a)            
where 

                       2R fF &+= ++                                                                         (17b) 

and 3
3

42m R   m  ,-1f ρπ== ++
+

R represents the gravitational mass in the space time 
outside the shell. We suppose that the form of the three-dimensional energy-
momentum tensor is 

 ), R f R(    2
-f

1
-

&&& +±= Bυ
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                               baabab  U U)   (P  g P t σ++=  

where σ is the surface density and P is the surface pressure. From equation (9) we 
get the components of abt :  

                               ),F - (F  t -R4
-1

+= πττ                                                             (18a) 

                     ]),[K    -  ]([Kt 2

2

R
1

 8
R -

θθττπθθ =                                                     (18b) 

Supposing σττ =t  and  Ptt == φφθθ , therefore 

                       ,F - F R 4 - +=σπ                                                                      (19a) 

         ].[KR -][K P R  8 22
ττθθπ =                                                                   (19b) 

Using equations (15b) and (17b) it is easy to show that 
                               ,-  F -F R

2m
-

22 =+                                                               (20) 
where the function m is defined as m=m+ - m-, and in some cases can be identified 
with the gravitational mass as the conserved total energy of the shell. The 
expression for F on either side of the shell in terms of the proper mass and the 
gravitational mass is 
                                . F 2M

m
R

Mm=±                                                                     (21) 

In the case of dust P=0, the equation (19), where MR =σπ 24  is written in the 
form 

                              ,  R f - R f R
M22

- =++ +
&&                                                 (22) 

which is the motion equation obtained from the Lanczos equation. The radial 
equation of motion (22) can be written in the form 
                             . 1-)(R 2

2-

4
M

R
m  m2

M
m2

R
++= ++&                                                (23) 

Newtonian Limit 
To get a better understanding of the meaning of the radial motion equation 

it might help to see its form in the Newtonian limit. Considering the cases when 
1ppR

m  and 1pp&R  then: 

                           . -  -RM  M   m 2
Mm M2

2
1 2-

RR
&+≅                                                 (24) 

This states that the sum of the rest energy, the kinetic energy, the mutual potential 
energy and the gravitational self-energy of the shell, respectively in the rhs is not 
constant but varies according to the quantity m. To show how equation (1) is 
recovered it is better to write (23) in the equation of second order motion. 
Differentiate equation (23) and using (20) and (21) to get 
     ).Fm Fm - FFM(-)MF (m-R M ---

1
-2

1
-R

M
22 +++ +++= &&&&&

R
                              (25) 

This equation represents the relativistic version of the second order equation  
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analyzed by Ostriker and Gunn [6] in studying the dynamics of remnants of 
supernovas by thin spherical shells. If the shell separates two Vaidya space-times 
where the interior filled with outgoing radiation and the exterior with ingoing 
radiation. The masses m+ and m- are functions of +υ  and −υ , respectively. After 

taking the Newtonian limit of equation (25) and using    P R  8-  R
M π=&
& ,  and                                        

, R 4- 2
±=± σπR

m
&

&

 the final expression is: 

    p R 8) -  ( R 4 M)(m -  RM -
2

2
1

-R
M

2 πσσπ +++≅ +
&&

                                   
(26) 

where −σ  and +σ  are the energy density of the radiation at each side of the shell 
and p is the pressure of the shell. It is covered all terms described in Ostriker's 
equation (1) and have an extra term related to the pressure of the shell [5]. 
 
 
4 Conclusion 
 

In order to take into account the effect of interstellar medium outside the 
shell, the exterior space-time will be characterized by dust (like in the Friedman-
Walker universe). After taking the Newtonian limit of equation (25) the final 
expression is 

R&
&&& +

+≅ ρππρσπ  R + p R 8+)-  ( R 4 +M)+(m -  RM 3
3

4
-

2
2
1

-R
M

2                         (27) 

where 

                      (Vaidya).m  R =(FRW)m 3
3

4
+++ ≠ρπ  

Equation (27) covers all terms in Ostriker's equation with two extra terms related 
to the pressure of the shell and the effect of Interstellar medium outside the shell(

isρρ && ≡+ ). The analytical solution is very hard, so numerical methods are still 
needed. In a future work I will present the analysis of this equation in various 
specific backgrounds and take the general form of the Friedman metric in case of 
strong gravitational field (i.e. 1≠t& ). 
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